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Abstract
Security systems are considered a necessity for the deployment of smart vehicles in our society. Security in vehicular ad
hoc networks is crucial to the reliable exchange of information and control data. In this paper, an intelligent intrusion detection
system (IDS) is proposed to protect the external communication of self-driving and semi self-driving vehicles. This technology
has the ability to detect Denial of Service (DoS) and black hole attacks on VANETs. The advantage of the proposed IDS over
incumbent security systems is that it detects the attack before it causes significant damage. The intrusion prediction technique
is based on a Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) and Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (QDA) to predict the attack based on
an observed vehicle behaviour. Simulations utilised Network Simulator version 2 to demonstrate that the IDS exhibits a low
rate of false alarms and high accuracy in detection.
c 2015 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
KEYWORDS:
Security communication, vehicle ad hoc networks, IDS, self-driving vehicles, linear and quadratic discriminant analysis.

1. Introduction
Self-driving and semi self-driving vehicles are attracting increased attention from both industry and
research community because of their potential positive and economic effects on society [1]. These vehicles depend heavily on internal and external communication systems to achieve their goals, such as traffic
safety, ideal exploitation of resources, reducing human
error and reducing the number of injuries and fatalities
from traffic accidents [2]. In other words, autonomous
and semi-autonomous vehicles operate without drivers
and have the ability of improving traffic flow for vehicles on roads and reducing the number of human errors
[3].
∗ Khattab M Ali Alheeti (Corresponding author) is with the
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Vehicular Ad hoc Networks (VANETs) are external
communication systems for these vehicles which support intelligent transportation systems [4]. VANETs
an play important role in establish secure and safe environment for self-driving and semi self-driving vehicles [5]. VANETs applications can be classified
into safety and non-safety applications [6]. Real-time
safety applications, fleet management services, traffic
management and monitoring are the most important
features of these networks [7, 8]. Moreover, security
systems are a very important factor for the safe application of these vehicles [7]. Strong and reliable security mechanisms are needed to protect information as
well as the control data transferred between vehicles
and their Road Side Units (RSUs) in radio coverage
areas [8].
The IDS can be used as an effective tool to know
whether unauthorized users are trying to gain access,
already have access or have compromised the network.
However, when IDS is compared with the wired network, there is an introduction of additional challenges
in setting up an IDS by the dynamic topology of ad hoc
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networks. Traditional security systems are sometime
unable to provide a safe environment and sufficient
protection for sensitive data [1]. Traditional methods
can only identify external attacks and they are unable
to detect and block the internal malicious vehicles. In
order to detect the internal attacks, an intelligent security system is proposed that is based on behaviour and
trail data. This data was collected from the trace file to
monitor normal and abnormal behaviour for automobile vehicles. VANETs are a subclass/subtype of mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) [9]. There have been
some attempts to secure MANETs routing protocol.
For instance, Secure Efficient Ad hoc Distance vector
routing protocol (SEAD) [10], the secure on-demand
routing protocol - Ariadne[11], Authenticated Routing
for Ad hoc Networks (ARAN) [12], Security-Aware
Ad hoc Routing (SAAR) [13], Resiliency Oriented Secure (ROS) [14], Secure Routing Protocol (SRP) [15],
Secure AODV (SAODV) [16], Secure Link-State Protocol (SLSP) [17], Cooperative Security-Enforcement
Routing (CSER) [18]. The above routing schemes
cannot eliminate completely all of the internal (or insider) attacks even if they are implemented correctly.
This is due to attackers already being inside the network with adequate credentials. For instance, a compromised mobility node has all the vital cryptographic
keys and can easily launch several types of attacks, for
example grey hole attacks, routing loop attacks and
black hole attacks. Hence, it is also important to develop response and detection techniques for VANETs
that are applicable to the above attacks. Figure 1
shows how communications take place between vehicles and RSUs in a single zone, VANETs allow mobile
vehicles to communicate with other vehicles (V2V)
and with infrastructures on the side road (V2R).

Fig. 1: VANETs Architecture

It is necessary to create an intelligent anomaly intrusion detection system (IDS) to secure the routing protocol on the network layer from potential internal and
external attacks. Thus, the detection of intrusion forms

thus a secondary defence. The IDS can be used as
an effective tool for identifying whether unauthorised
users are trying to gain access, already have access
or have compromised the network. However, when
IDS is compared with wired networks, there are additional challenges in setting up an intrusion detection
system due to the dynamic topology of ad hoc networks. IDS has recently been utilised in the external
communication of vehicles to identify and block any
attacks/threats that target the communication systems.
Decision for the detection frameworks is based on the
current normal and abnormal behaviour of monitored
self-driving vehicles [8], [19], [20]. The contributions
of this paper, are summarised as follows:
• An intelligent IDS system is proposed that
utilises Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) and
Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (QDA) to detect anomalies and malicious behaviour for selfdriving and semi self-driving vehicles.
• The proposed security system is not dependent
on extra and expensive hardware such as Radar,
Lidar and computer vision or any RSUs.
Section two a related work in the domain of security
systems in ad hoc network. Section three discusses
intrusion detection systems, Section four explains the
simulation system and Section five describes the simulation results. Section six discusses our results. Section seven conclusion and future works.
2. Related Works
Autonomous vehicles are becoming more open and
connected with the external environment. This development increases the possibility of attacks as it encourages intruders to launch different types of attacks
on vehicles [6]. These vulnerabilities have direct negative effects not only on passengers, but also on pedestrians around them. The external communication system for self-driving and semi self-driving vehicles face
many security problems in the wireless communication system. The IDS role is collecting traffic data
from the communication system, analysing it and then
identifying/blocking any malicious behaviour in the
VANETs.
The wireless communication system are autonomous vehicles helps to prevent common problem
such as drivers errors. In addition, VANETs supply critical data and information for emergency case,
warning and notification messages. Hence, security
and privacy are considered very important issue to the
VANETs. Although many previous studies address
problems in VANETs, but there still remain many security issues that need addressing. Studies such as
Ozgur et al. have employed cognitive techniques to
enhance communication performance in wireless sensor networks [21].
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2.1. Packet Drop Intrusion Detection

2.3. Cross-layer Intrusion Detection

Alheeti et al. [22] designed an intelligent intrusion detection for securing control data and information which are transferred between self-driving vehicles and the infrastructure. Malicious vehicles were
blocked and detected by an IDS in a radio zone.
The detection system was based on the Fuzzy Petri
Nets to create sufficient protection system. In [23],
Uyyala designed an anomaly detection system in secure MANETs for the black hole and grey hole attacks. It could detect and isolate the malicious behaviour of nodes. As a result, the authors improved
network performance. In [24], the authors developed
an anomaly detection system to secure the MANETs
from the potential attacks. It was based on Fuzzy
Interface System (FIS) to detect abnormal behaviour
in MANETs. The IDS was capable of identifying
the packet dropping attacks with high accuracy and
low false positive rates. In [25], the adaptive detection threshold is utilised in design intrusion detection
to identify intelligent abnormal activities in VANETs.
The proposed security system can idenity immediately
any malicious behaviours in VANETs that extracted
from mobile vehicles. Morever, it has the ability to
detect malicious behaviours with high rate of packet
delivery and detection process.

In [29], the authors proposed a cooperative intrusion detection to identify black hole attacks. It was
based on the cross-layer architecture: MAC and network layers detection systems used the knowledge of
VANETs and vehicle conditions to determine the vehicle behaviour. The cross-layer security system reduced the number of false alarm and enhanced the detection accuracy rate.
Marve et al. proposed an intrusion detection based
on a cross-layer intrusion detection system to detect
DoS and Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks
at a different layer of the transfer protocol stack [30].
The authors were able to design a security system to
provide sufficient protection for nodes in MANETs
while reducing the number of false alarms.
In [31] the authors propose a cross-layer architecture in building IDS that had the ability to detect the
malicious nodes and different types of DoS attacks.
In addition, the proposed anomaly detection could detect different kinds of sink hole attacks and flooding
attacks in an efficient way.
Akyildiz et al. proposed a novel technology to fix
common problems for wireless networks which is xG
networks. The proposed system had the ability to improve communication performance by increase available spectrum and improve efficiency in spectrum consumption [32].
Since autonomous technology is a relatively newer
concept, more research and proposals should be done
to prove its effectiveness and applicability. Security
and privacy must be taken into consideration to ensure
the success of self-driving and semi-self-driving vehicles. In our research, a security system is proposed
to protect the external network of these vehicles from
common attacks such as: DoS, black hole and grey
hole attacks. It is based on the features of the trace file
that have been generated from ns-2.

2.2. Routing Protocols
Zaidi [26] presented an intrusion detection system
using a statistical technique to detect a false information attack. Traffic models were used to detect rogue
nodes in VANETs. The authors used different types
of parameters, for instance transmission intervals with
a large number of vehicles, to decide between normal
and abnormal behaviour. Ali et al. designed an intrusion detection system to protect external communication of driverless and semi-driverless vehicles [27].
The proposed IDS was based heavily on the features
that had been extracted from the trace file of ns-2.
Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Feed-Forward
Neural Networks (FFNN) were used to build an intelligent IDS that had the ability to detect and block two
common types of attacks, which are: grey hole and
rushing attacks.
Coussement et al. have designed security system to
identify abnormal behaviours that have negative impact on theexternal communication system in mobile
vehicles [28]. The proposed system required to examin income and outcome communication packets to
detect attacks. It is based on decision making mechanism to secure sensitive information of VANETs.
However, two approaches of security are configured
the first one on vehicles whereas the second one on
RSUs. These systems work together to established
groups of mobile nodes based on their speed. Moreover, the proposed security systrm is based on two IDS
schemes and clusterisation of mobile nodes.

3. Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) Overview
Typically, VANETs have two security layers [33].
These are suggested to protect internal and external communication systems of these vehicles in autonomous and semi-autonomous vehicles: Intrusion
Prevention Systems (IPS) and IDS [34]. Security measures are now a serious topic in automotive systems
since the first layer does not have the capacity to provide enough security [35].
Additionally, the external communication of these
vehicles can provide a variety of services like safety
and non-safety applications which aid the increasing
research efforts and growing interest in security systems. IDS is seen as one of the ways of protecting
VANETs, as it can detect malicious or abnormal activity on the host or network [36]. It has the capacity
to delivers enough security and privacy to systems or
networks since they play a vital role in identifying and
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preventing internal attacks which cannot be identified
or blocked by other security methods. Moreover, some
studies have confirmed that IDS are effective in detecting any unauthorised access [37].

security system requires a series of processing steps
that are explained below.

3.1. IDS Categories
IDS can be categorised in different ways; however, the major classification is: misuse, anomaly, and
specifications detection systems [38]. Each detection
method possesses some qualities that separate it from
others, whether positive or negative. Yet, all these
methods try to provide adequate security, prevent any
unauthorised access, and detect all unauthorised access from malicious vehicles or nodes [38].
• Signature-based system - This type of detection
technique involves a security system which contains a database of the behaviour of possible attacks. This data set can be compared to the behaviour of the system and intrusion can be detected when there is a match.
• Anomaly-based system - This detection system
depends on behaviour which is already known.
There is an intrusion if the system detects any
deviation from this behaviour. Moreover, the system depends on a profile which is developed from
the normal behaviour of the network.

Fig. 2: VANETs Architecture

The proposed IDS is heavily based on behaviour
features that have been extracted from the trace file.
It is generated from the ns-2 that reflect vehicles behaviour wheather normal or malicious. The extracted
features require pre-processing phase to prepare it to
the training phase for LDA and QDA such as encoding, normalisation and uniform distribution. In this
case, the extracted dataset is ready to train and test
phases for LDA and QDA.
4.1. Establish Abnormal Behaviour

• Specifications-based system - This detection system can be said to be a set of conditions whose
availability in the protocol or program is necessary. The intruder can be detected when these
conditions are not met.
There are many mechanisms that can be utilised in
the protection of the communication system of selfdriving and semi-self-driving vehicles, but we have
chosen IDS because: It is designed to detect internal
attacks, which is an advantage over conventional security mechanisms such as cryptographic methods which
cannot detect internal attacks. In our paper, we propose intelligent IDSs which depend on the behaviours
of vehicles that are collected from the trace file. The
trace file is generated from the ns-2.
The proposed IDS is deployed on each vehicle that
plays an important role in detecting external/internal
attacks on the VANETs of self-driving and semi-selfdriving vehicles without the need for additional hardware.
4. The Proposed Scheme
The intelligent proposed IDS first generates the malicious behaviour for self-driving vehicles. The network simulator requires tools to establish a realistic world of abnormal and normal behaviours for autonomous vehicles. In other words, the mobility and
traffic model are generated in the early step of the proposed IDS. The overall architecture of the proposed
intrusion detection system is shown in Figure 2. The

Here, a malicious vehicle behaviour is added in ns-2
utilising the VANETs - Ad hoc On-Demand Distance
Vector Routing (AODV) routing protocol. In this security system, new routing protocol which is VANETs
- AODV that is utilised to evaluate the performance
of the proposed IDS. The generated behaviour of a
mobility node is called a DoS vehicle when it makes
network resources unavailable to rightful users in the
VANETs.
In order to generate DoS behaviour in VANETs,
we need to modify and reformulate some internal parameters of the two files in the routing protocol. In
other words, two files of AODV-VANETs are needed
to modify and establish the malicious behaviour which
are: VANETs - AODV.cc and VANETs - AODV.h. In
addition, the TCL scenario for VANETs requires to
add a few lines of code for simulating this behaviour
under certain condition such as: ns-2 at specific time
[vehicle number n set DoS]. The malicious vehicle is
an abnormal entity which will drop the router packets. In addition, the malicious scenario needs updating
and changing to some functions in the TCL program
to run DoS functions that were established in VANETs
- AODV files.
4.2. Create Mobility and Traffic Scenarios
In this research, ns-2 is employed to evaluate the
overall performance of the proposed system and to
calculate the amount of false alarms generated from
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it. ns-2 requires software to generate a realistic environment of malicious and normal behaviours for selfdriving vehicles by providing two types of inputs traffic and mobility scenarios which are: Simulation of
Urban Mobility Model (SUMO) and MObilty VEhicles (MOVE) [39]-[40]. These tools allow ns-2 simulate successfully the external communications of these
vehicles within the different scenarios.
SUMO is considered an efficient mobility program
that has been used in generating a real environment in
VANETs [41]. In addition, SUMO provides efficient
computation even with city and downtown scenarios,
i.e. with large number of vehicles [41]. MOVE is
based on SUMO [41]. It obtains the output file generated in SUMO by converting them to ns-2. Bushra
et al. presented a comprehensive survey of wireless
communication in urban areas. The authors classify
all urban application scenarios that were employed in
desgin mobility system in urban area [42]. The Manhattan urban mobility model is utilised in designing
the mobility and traffic scenario for self-driving vehicles, which is widely adopted in scientific research
[43]. Figure 3 below presents the traffic and mobility
scenario for driverless vehicles.

The proposed IDS are based on Linear Discriminant
Analysis (LDA) and Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (QDA) which have the ability to learn normal and
malicious behaviour through the training phase. Ultimately reducing the cost and enhancing real-time detection are considered a main motivation for utilizing
the artificial intelligence in building intelligent IDS
[45].
4.4. Linear and Quadratic Discriminant Analysis
Discriminant methods, whether linear or quadratic,
are efficiently and mathematically robust and they often create classification systems whose precision is as
good as more complex methods [46]. The work principle of an LDA is based on Bayes optimal classifier and
a linear separating hyper plane is employed in basic
classification between classes in LDA [47]. Equation
1 shows the linear discriminant function [47]:

dk (χ) = 2µTk

1−
X

The mobility and traffic model of the self-driving
and semi-autonomous vehicles is shown in figure 3.
It describes the communication between vehicles and
with RSUs in that radio coverage area. The Manhattan
mobility model is utilised in design for some reasons,
such as flexibility and common used in VANETs.
4.3. Features from the Trace File
The trace file describes all events and actions of vehicles communication in VANET. In contrast, the proposed security system is based on the features which
have been extracted from the trace file [44]. The proposed security system is based on the features extracted from the trace file of the ns-2. In general,
the trace file is divided into three subset files which
are: basic trace, internet protocol trace and VANETs AODV trace [41]. However, the performance and efficiency of the detection system depend heavily on the
type and number of the extracted features. To evaluate
the efficiency of the detection system, we used all the
21 features of the trace file that reflect behaviour of a
mobility node on the street [1].

(1)

k

where: k representes normal and abnormal classes, πk
P
is prior probability, χ is set of measurements, k is
convariance matrix and µk is mean vector. The QDA
is considered a generalised version of LDA and it can
discriminate only two classes of points [48]. The discriminant function of LDA is used for the QDA after
multiplied by -2 as shown in Equation 2 [49]:
dk (χ) = (χ − µk )T

Fig. 3: Traffic and Mobility Scenario

χ − µ−1
k µk − 2 log π(k)

P−1
k

(χ − µk ) + log |

P

k

| − 2 log πk

(2)

The discriminant rule of QDA is shown in Equation 3
[50]:
dk (χ) = min dk (χ) ⇔ max p(χ/k)
1≤k≤k

1≤k≤k

(3)

where, p(χ/k) posterior distribution. The training and
testing phases are applied on the experimental section.
4.5. Fuzzification of the Data
The extracted features have direct impact on the performance of the proposed security system. In other
words, the number and type of features play vital role
on the detection rate and the number of false alarms.
The dataset of security system suffers from common
classification problems such as, the normal and malicious vehicles is not obvious from the extracted features, or they do not draws clear line border between
normal and abnormal. In this case, the optimal solution is fuzzification model on extracted dataset from
ns-2. In this paper, a mathematical model is designed
to redistribute the features and cope with ambiguity.
However, the mathematical model is proposed to
address the classification problem [51]. In the previous study, security system is designed without fuzzification model and we got a false alarm rate of 12.24
but after incorporating fuzzifcation we obtain 0.17
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[52]. Each feature value was distributed in five values in equation 4 with a range in [0.1] which are: low,
medium low, medium, medium high and high.
f (x, a, b, c) = max(min((x − a)/(b − a), (c − x)/(c − b)), 0)

where x is the feature value while a, b and c represent
the values of the fuzzy domain. The fuzzifcation IDS
can increase the detection rate of the proposed IDS
while reducing the number of false alarms at the same
time.

were normalized to values betweenn 0 and 1 according to the equation 5:
(4)

X=

X − min
max − min

(5)

4.6. Network Simulator Parameters and Environment
In this paper, the communication system of selfdriving vehicles is built on the ns-2. The network
simulator is designed to simulate wired and wireless
networks [39]. However, the designers faced problems in simulating the external communications of
self-driving vehicles with ns-2. A major reason for
this is that the basic ns-2 simulator has not been designed to support the simulation of VANETS. It was
problematic for the designers to simulate the VANETS
of self-driving with ns-2 because of the unavailability
of ns-2. In this case, extra tools are employed with ns2 for simulating VANETs for self-driving and semiself-driving vehicles. These software are SUMO and
MOVE [53]. The ns-2, traffic and mobility systems
are utilised to achieve the intelligent intrusion detection system for the external communication system in
the real world. In this proposal, the communication
environment is compsed of 30 cars and six RSUs [39].

Normalising data often permits to enhance the
performance of LDA and QDA as well as increasing detection rate.

• Stage IV (Fuzzification): The fuzzy set is employed to convert the extracted features to their
fuzzified counterparts to fix classification problem and dataset overlap.

• Stage V (Training phase): LDA and QDA are
trained with the extracted dataset. The raw
dataset is divided into six subsets, each subset
containing ten thousand records. For each iteration of the training cycle, the proposed system
is used a different subset in this phase.

4.7. The Proposed Intelligent Detection System
The proposed security system is utilised by/in LDA
and QDA to protect the external communication system for self-driving and semi self-driving vehicles. It
has the ability to distinguish between normal and malicious communication between vehicles and RSUs.
The proposed IDS has six stages as following:
• Stage I (Generate the traffic and the mobility
model): At this stage, SUMO and MOVE are employed to generate the suitable scenarios for ns-2.
The SUMO and MOVE output files are considered input files for the next step.
• Stage II (network simulator): The behaviour for
vehicles whether normal or abnormal is generated to simulate vehicles. Two output files are
obtained at this stage which are trace and Network Animator (NAM) files. The features are extracted from the trace file that has been generated
from the ns-2.
• Stage III (Data collection and pre-processing): At
this stage, the trace file is utilised to extracted
communication features for vehicles. In addition,
the extracted features are pre-processed by transforming them to numeric values and the values

• Stage VI (Testing phase): At this stage, the proposed IDS is tested with different subset to calculate the detection rate and number of false alarms.
The testing phase has the ability to calculate performance metrics for this system.

5. Expermental Results
In this paper, the detection system can identify normal or abnormal/malicious behaviour through the proposed security system. We need real data that reflects
behaviour whether normal or abnormal between vehicles and their RSUs, to evaluate performance of the
proposed IDS. To obtain real data, we need to generate two kinds of scenarios and simulate these under
certain conditions. This raw data is generated from
the trace file that was generated from the ns-2. These
features describe the normal and abnormal behaviours
of self-driving and semi self-driving vehicles.The initial parameters used in this proposal could be essential
part in ns-2. In other words, the behaviour and performance in ns-2 are heavily based on these parameters.
Table 1 lists the parameters are utilised in this security
system.
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Table 1: Simulator Environment and Parameters

T NRate(speci f icity) =

TN
T N + FP

FNRate = (1 − sensitivty) =

FN
FN + T P

FPRate = (1 − speci f icity) =

5.1. Performance Metrics
To measure the efficiency and the effectiveness of
the proposed IDS, we need to calculate some performance metrics. They are mainly divided into three
classes [54], namely:
• Ranking metric: In this metric, we calculate four
types of alarms which are: True Positive TP,
False Positive FPk, True Negative TN and False
Negative FN. Moreover, Precision Rate PR and
Detection Rate DR are calculated in this type of
the metric. The accuracy of the system result is
be calculated as follows [27]:

Numbero f correctlyclassi f ied patterns
T otalnumbero f patterns

Correctlydetectedattacks
T otalnumbero f attacks

DR =

TP + TN
T P + T N + FP + FN

PR =

TP
T P + FP

TP
T P + FN

(11)

(12)

• Threshold metric: Classification Rate CR and FMeasure FM are calculated in these metrics. The
FM value lies in the range from 0 to 1. It is used
to give threshold as well as it is the mean of the
PR and Recall. In addition, Recall metric is the
missing part of the PR. In other words, it is equivalent to the DR.
CR =

Correctlyclassi f iedinstances
T otalnumbero f instances

CR =

TP
T P + FN

1
PR

2
1
+ Recall

(13)

(14)

(6)

In addition, the measures will be calculated
as follows [55]: Let TP=normal connection
record classified as normal TN=attack connection record classified as attack FP=normal connection record classified as attack FN=attack
connection record classified as normal: then

T PRate(sensitivty) =

(9)

FP
(10)
FP + T N

DR =

FM =
Accuracy =

(8)

(7)

• Probability metric: Calculating Root Mean
Square Error RMSE. The best way to explain
classification results is a confusion matrix, by
evaluating the performance of the proposed intelligent IDS [27].
• Packet Delivery Rate (PDR): The PDR value is
ratio between send packets from source vehicle
and received packets at destination vehicle.
P
Numbero f packetsreceived
PDR = P
(15)
Numbero f packetsS ent
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Table 4: Performance Metrics

• Throughput: The total number of packets which
exchanged in the VANETs. It is utilised to measure the effectiveness of the routing protocol.
T hroughput =

Numbero f received∗packetssize
S imulationT ime

(16)

• End-to-end Delay:It is based on time to calculated the average packet delay. In other words,
this metric is the average time to reach the secnd
packets from the source node to the destination
node.
End − to − endDelay =

P
P EndT ime−S tartT ime
Numbero f connections

(17)

5.2. Training and Testing LDA-IDS and QDA-IDS to
detect Malicious Behaviour
The extracted features are utilised in the training
and testing phase for the proposed anomaly detection
system. We have used a 100-fold cross-validation to
decrease the bias related to the random splitting of the
data set into training phase and testing phase. The security system must be able to detect novel and existing
attacks. The obtained classification rate for LDA and
QDA, time and error rate are as shown in Table 2:
Table 2: Classification Rate

In Table 3, we determine four types of alarms: TP,
FP, TN and FN for the proposed security system.

The P-value is calculated to measure the difference
rate between the LDA and QDA as shown in Table 4.
This value indicates that there is a significant difference between the error of the two methods.
The Packet Delivery Rate (PDR) and End-to-end
delay are explained in table 5. It is easily observe the
security system in providing safety and security environment of VANETs.

Table 5: Comparison Performance

6. Discussion
The motivation behind this paper is to design an intelligent IDS that provides a secure environment for
autonomous and semi-autonomous vehicles. The IDS
has the ability to detect abnormal behaviour and take
actions to prevent attacks on the network, vehicle and
the passengers. In the absence of this IDS, the security
of the system cannot be certified. The proposed security system was implemented in eight phases: generating the mobility and traffic model, the ns-2, the trace
file, data collection and pre-processing, training and
testing for the LDA, training and testing for the QDA
and comparing the performance of the two types of
proposed intelligent security system.

Table 3: Alarm Rate

In order to evaluate the performance detection for
the proposed security system, we need to compare our
proposed IDS with the previous work that achieved error rate, of 2.05 [1], 10 [28] and 19 [25], whereas in
the security system presented here, we can get a 0.58
error detection rate. The average of false alarm that
was generated in [1] is 12.24, while we have achieved
9.91 with this security system. Figure 4 shows the performance comparsion between our proposed security
system with the previous work.

In addition, we need to determine some extra performance metrics for each of the proposed IDS which
are LDA-IDS and QDA-IDS for evaluation of their
performance individually. The Classification Rate CR,
Detection Rate DR, Precision Rate PR, F-Measure
FM, P-value and mean error are calculated in Table
4.

Figure 4 shows the comparison of performance between the LDA and QDA. The error rate for the LDAIDS was 0.385. In this paper, the TP and TN alarms
rate fluctuated between 86.44 and 92.73 with excellent and efficient accuracy. On the other hand, the FN
alarm rate was accepted at about 7.27 which is a good
indicator of the design results.
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Fig. 4: performance compare between LDA and QDA

The error rate for the QDA-IDS was 0.397. The
TP and TN alarms rate fluctuated between 84.55 and
87.44 with efficient accuracy. On the other hand,
the FN alarm rate was somewhat high at about 12.56
which is an accepted indicator of the design results.
We could enhance the detection rate for the proposed
security system by using LDA and QDA that creates
flexibility in selecting the security system that is more
efficient with different conditions.
According to the experimental results section, we
can easily observe that the LDA-IDS is more efficient
and effective in the detection of abnormal behaviour
for vehicles with a low false negative alarm rate than
QDA-IDS.
7. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we have proposed a reliable IDS to
detect the malicious behaviour in the communication
system for the self-driving and semi self-driving vehicles. The proposed IDS can detect abnormal behaviour and take actions to prevent an attack on the
network, vehicle and the passengers. It is considered
a prediction scheme to secure the external communication system for autonomous systems. The proposed
LDA-IDS has the ability to distinguish and identify
the actions of a malignant vehicle. It is considered a
novel protection system to secure the external communication system because this is the first work that has
employed abnormal behaviour prediction for securing
VANETs.
Our proposed IDS can identify and block DoS and
black hole attacks by monitoring the routing table and
analysis of the trace file that has been generated from
ns-2. The generated trace file defines the behaviours of
the VANETs through the data control and information
that were sent, received, forwarded and dropped in
packets. Meanwhile, QDA has a higher error rate than
LDA. Thus, we demonstrate that a simpler algorithm LDA may yield better performance than a more complicated algorithm - QDA. The LDA and QDA make
the proposed IDS more efficient in securing VANETs.
A possible further extension of the security system
is to enhance RSUs with intelligent IDS and vehicles
with AI techniques such as k-Nearest Neighbors algorithm (kNN).
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